
Case Study - ING Vysya Bank

A Smart ERP Services Case Study

Client 
The client is a bank located in the Netherlands. It has 
7,000 employees in India and operations worldwide.

The banking industry is competitive, organizationally 
diversified, and driven by mergers and acquisitions. In 
the current market, it is also understandably bearish. HR 
issues are more at the forefront than ever. It is difficult 
to verify that the organization’s HR goals do not strangle 
local markets, comply with workers’ councils and 
legislation, and lead the people side of the business. 
In a diverse, fast-changing organization, such as this 
multi-national bank going through a change in policies, 
decision making is truly challenging.

Problem Statement 
The client wanted to streamline its HR Business Processes 
across its operations in India. The client thus initiated the 
PeopleSoft implementation which was soon plagued by 
show stoppers:

 » Wrong vendor selection

 » Lack of expertise in ERP implementation

Monetary ROI
 » Annual Postage Savings of millions of dollars

 » Time Efficient

 » HR administrative activity hours reduced significantly

Challenges 

 » Had to do away with the numerous smaller 
applications for HR modules

 » Existing legacy system was complex

 » No central repository of onboarding  
documents

 » Time and budget constraints

Benefits 
 » Payroll was processed centrally for all 7,000 employees

 » Terminal benefits were managed centrally and 
completely integrated with payroll and absence 
management

 » More of the bank’s staff have been added to the 
system

 » Increased efficiency and reduced cost
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Results
The SmartERP Team, filled with highly skilled and 
experienced professionals, ensured that system was 
configured in best possible manner. This will greatly 
reduce the cost of ongoing application support.

The project’s strategy was focused on results. The 
bank’s Senior Management  and Project Board have 
kept the goals and targets challenging.

Absence management triggered the organization-wise 
usage of PeopleSoft in general and ESS in particular.

SmartERP helped the client make “quick wins” using 
SmartERP “accelerators.” “Accelerators” are the 
SmartERP developed plug and play modules on PeopleSoft.

About SmartERP
SmartERP is a new generation software services company 
focused on providing both end-to-end PeopleSoft 
solutions using proprietary methodologies, and real-world 
business experience in assessments, implementations, 
upgrades, support, and maintenance.

SmartERP’s model and methodologies are geared to 
ensure that our customers achieve the highest value at 
the lowest cost. Our PeopleSoft experience, mature 
delivery model and technical competencies make 
SmartERP the ideal partner for your strategic initiatives.

At SmartERP, we incorporate  exible tools and 
methodologies with extensive industry and technology 
domain experience to successfully deliver the highest 
quality work on time and on budget.
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